IMAGE HAS GREAT CONTENT FOR READERS OF ALL AGES!
This bi-annually updated catalogue will help keep you informed of our ever-expanding list of
youth-appropriate titles.
E / EVERYONE
MOONSTRUCK
BY SHAE BEAGLE & GRACE ELLIS
From Lumberjanes creator GRACE ELLIS and talented newcomer SHAE BEAGLE that tells a story of
monsters, romance, and magical hijinks! The first arc also includes an additional short story with artist KATE
LETH! Fantasy creatures are living typical, unremarkable lives alongside humans, and barista Julie strives to
be the most unremarkable of all. Normal job, normal almost-girlfriend, normal...werewolf transformations that
happen when she gets upset? Yikes! But all bets are off when she and her centaur best friend Chet find
themselves in the middle of a magical conspiracy. Will Julie and Chet be able to save their friends? Is Julie's
dogged determination to be normal a lost cause? Who's going to watch the coffee shop while our heroes are
out saving the world??
SCALES & SCOUNDRELS
BY SEBASTIAN GIRNER $ GALAAD
t’s hard to make an honest living in a land brimming with magic and mystery, and treasure hunter Luvander
is tired of being a penniless adventurer. Ever in search of gold and glory, she sets off for a fabled dungeon,
“the Dragon’s Maw,” an ancient labyrinth, at the bottom of which slumbers endless wealth…or certain doom!
But what starts out as a road to riches becomes the first step on an epic journey to destiny, for Luvander
holds a secret in her heart that will shatter the chains of fate and bring light to a world encroached upon by
an ancient darkness. Writer SEBASTIAN GIRNER (SHIRTLESS BEAR-FIGHTER!) and artist GALAAD are
proud to present SCALES & SCOUNDRELS, a colorful and exciting new monthly fantasy adventure from
Image Comics, for scoundrels of all ages!
T / TEEN
ANGELIC
BY SIMON SPURRIER & CASPAR WIJNGAARD
WINGED MONKEYS! TECHNO-DOLPHINS! QUANTUM ALLEYCATS! - Humanity's long gone. Its memory
lingers only as misunderstood rituals among mankind's leftovers: the genetically modified animals they used
and abused for eons. - But for one young flying monkey, QORA, the routines are unbearable. All she wants
is to explore. Instead she's expected to settle down, to become a mother... to lose her wings. - Eisner
nominee SIMON SPURRIER (The Spire, CRY HAVOC, X-Men Legacy) and rising-star CASPAR
WIJNGAARD (LIMBO, Dark Souls, Assassin's Creed) present your new bittersweet adventure obsession:
teenage rebellion and animal antics amidst the ruins of civilization! - Think WALL-E by way of Watership
Down. Fly, my pretties!
ELSEWHERE
BY JAY FAERBER & SUMEYYE KESGIN
COPPERHEAD writer JAY FAERBER teams with rising star SUMEYYE KESGIN to unveil ELSEWHERE -the fantastic story of what really happened to Amelia Earhart. Mysteriously transported to a strange new
world filled with flying beasts and alien civilizations, Amelia desperately struggles to return home. Along the
way she forges alliances and makes enemies, as she goes from aviator to freedom fighter in a rebellion
against a merciless warlord!
THE FAMILY TRADE
BY JUSTIN JORDAN, NIKKI RYAN, & MORGAN BEEM
Introducing an all-new ongoing series from the creator of LUTHER STRODE, SPREAD, and DEAD BODY
ROAD! Steampunk, alchemy, and adventure meet the ocean. On an island city in a world where history
didn’t quite turn out like ours, a hidden family of spies, thieves, and assassins makes sure that the world
keeps going. Or they did, until Jessa Wynn, their youngest member, manages to start a civil war.
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ROCKET GIRL
BY BRANDON MONTCLARE & AMY REEDER HADLEY
A teenage cop from a hightech future is sent back in time to 1986 New York City. Dayoung Johansson is
investigating the Quintum Mechanics megacorporation for crimes against time. As she pieces together the
clues, she discovers the “future” she calls home—an alternate reality version of 2014—shouldn’t exist at all.
ROSE
BY MEREDITH FINCH & IG GUARA
A classic fantasy tale about a girl trying to restore balance to a broken world. Rose must connect with her
Khat-Thorne-to become the Guardian the world needs. But things aren't easy for Rose and Thorne, the
powerful sorcerous Drucilla has many powerful and demonic allies-all of them focused on stopping one
scared little girl who's desperately trying to stay alive and do what's right. Written by MEREDITH FINCH
(Wonder Woman, Little Mermaid), and drawn by fan-favorite artist IG GUARA (Batman: Arkham Knight, Blue
Beetle, The Ravagers).
SLEEPLESS
BY SARA VAUGHN, LEILA DEL DUCA, & ALISSA SALLAH
Lady “Poppy” Pyppenia is guarded by the Sleepless Knight Cyrenic, but danger is around every corner once
the new king is coronated. Writer SARAH VAUGHN (ALEX + ADA, ETERNAL EMPIRE) and artist LEILA
DEL DUCA (SHUTTER, AFAR) team up with editor / colorist ALISSA SALLAH and letterer DERON
BENNETT for this new fantasy romance.
SPY SEAL
BY RICH TOMMASO
'THE CORTEN-STEEL PHOENIX,' Part One Journey into the thrilling world of international espionage as
one of Britain's most covert MI-6 divisions, The Nest, recruits a brand-new secret agent to their team: SPY
SEAL! An exciting new comic series-reminiscent of The Adventures of Tintin and Usagi Yojimbo-and created
by SHE WOLF author, RICH TOMMASO.
T+ TEEN PLUS
BIRTHRIGHT
BY JOSHUA WILLIAMSON & ANDREI BRESSAN
For the Rhodes family, losing their son was the most devastating thing that could have occurred...but it
couldn’t prepare them for what happened when he returned. Birthright is the saga of Mikey Rhodes, the boy
lost to a fantasyland beyond imagination, who returned a powerful warrior of legend. But not all is what it
seems with Mikey, and even the greatest fantasy shatters in the face of reality. Fans of Chronicles of Narnia,
Game of Thrones and Lord of the Rings will enjoy the unexpected thrills, drama and adventure at the heart
of this series. Skybound’s newest hit turns fantasy into reality in this all-new series from the creator of
NAILBITER and GHOSTED.
COPPERHEAD
BY JAY FAERBER, SCOTT GODLEWSKI, & DREW MOSS
Welcome to Copperhead, a grimy mining town on the edge of a backwater planet. Single mom Clara
Bronson is the new sheriff, and on her first day she'll have to contend with a resentful deputy, a shady
mining tycoon, and a family of alien hillbillies. And did we mention the massacre?
THE DYING AND THE DEAD
BY JONATHAN HICKMAN & RYAN BODENHEIM
"TODAY, TOMORROW, THE GRAVE" A murder at a wedding reveals a fifty year-old secret. At great cost, a
man with a dying wife is given the opportunity to save her. A lost tribe is reborn in another time. All
seemingly disparate events which force relics from the Greatest Generation to come together for one last
mission. Brought to you by award-winning writer JONATHAN HICKMAN and fan-favorite artist, RYAN
BODENHEIM, THE DYING AND THE DEAD is high adventure meets end-of-life.
EAST OF WEST
BY JONATHAN HICKMAN & NICK DRAGOTTA
This is the world. It is not the one we wanted, but it is the one we deserved. The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse roam the Earth, signaling the End Times for humanity, and our best hope for life, lies in DEATH.
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ETERNAL EMPIRE
BY SARA VAUGHN & JONATHAN LUNA
JONATHAN LUNA (ALEX + ADA, THE SWORD, Spider-Woman: Origin) and SARAH VAUGHN (ALEX +
ADA, Deadman: Dark Mansion of Forbidden Love, Ruined) team up again with ETERNAL EMPIRE, a
fantasy epic! The Eternal Empress has waged war against the countries of Saia for over 100 years, and now
her sights are set on the last country standing. But within the brutal Empire’s workforce, a young man and
woman discover they share a synergistic power that could change the fate of the entire world.
EXTREMITY
BY DANIEL WARREN JOHNSON & MIKE SPENCER
Thea dreams. Not of a better life, but of revenge on the clan that ruined her family. With ferocious battles
between man, machines, and monsters ahead…who knows where her quest for vengeance will take her?
Creator DANIEL WARREN JOHNSON (Space Mullet) and colorist MIKE SPICER present a bold new vision,
where the beauty and imagination of Studio Ghibli meet the intensity of Mad Max, in this all-new Skybound
Original.
HEAD LOPPER
BY ANDREW MACLEAN
The Head Lopper, Norgal, and the nagging severed head of Agatha Blue Witch arrive on the Isle of Barra to
find it overrun with beasts: minions of the Sorcerer of the Black Bog. When Queen Abigail hires Norgal and
Agatha to slay the Sorcerer, our heroes trek across the island reliving the horrors of their heads—and
playing right into the hands of a master manipulator.
HEAD LOPPER TP VOL 01 ISLAND OR A PLAGUE OF BEASTS | ISBN: 9781632158864 | $19.99
	
  
MAGDALENA
BY TINI HOWARD, RYAN CADY, CHRISTIAN DIBARI, & VARIOUS
For centuries, the Magdalena has stood as the last bastion of Christ's bloodline, wielding the Spear of
Destiny against the forces of evil. When Patience, the current Magdalena, is sidelined in a near-fatal battle
with a demon, it falls to her to find her own replacement. Enter Maya Dos Santos—a metalhead communitycollege slacker—with holy blood in her veins.
	
  
MIRROR
BY EMMA RIOS & HWEI LIM
A mysterious asteroid hosts a collection of strange creatures - man-animal hybrids, mythological creatures
made flesh, guardian spirits, cursed shadows - and the humans who brought them to life. But this strange
society exists in an uneasy truce, in the aftermath of uprisings seeking freedom and acceptance, that have
only ended in tragedy. As the ambitious, the desperate and the hopeful inhabitants of the asteroid struggle to
decide their shared fate, a force greater than either animal or human seems to be silently watching the
conflict, waiting for either side to finally answer the question: what is worthy of being human?
MOTOR CRUSH
BY BRENDEN FLETCHER, CAMERON STEWART, BABS TARR
The team behind the critically acclaimed revamp of Batgirl returns with an exciting sci-fi action-adventure
series! By day, Domino Swift competes for fame & fortune in a worldwide motorcycle racing league. By night,
she cracks heads of rival gangs in brutal bike wars to gain possession of a rare, valuable contraband: an
engine-boosting “machine narcotic” known as Crush.
	
  
NOWHERE MEN
BY ERIC STEPHENSON, NATE BELLEGARDE, & DAVE TAYLOR
"SCIENCE IS THE NEW ROCK 'N' ROLL!" So said Dade Ellis, Simon Grimshaw, Emerson Strange, and
Thomas Walker at the dawn of a new age of enlightenment that ushered in a boom in scientific
advancement. As the research supergroup World Corp., they became the most celebrated scientists of all
time. They changed the world--and we loved them for it. But where did it all go wrong? And when progress is
made at any and all cost, who ultimately pays the price?
PAPER GIRLS
BY BRIAN K. VAUGHAN & CLIFF CHIANG
From BRIAN K. VAUGHAN, New York Times bestselling writer of SAGA, and CLIFF CHIANG, legendary
artist of Wonder Woman comes the smash-hit series that The Chicago Tribune named one of the "Best
Books of the Year." In the early hours after Halloween of 1988, four 12-year-old newspaper delivery girls
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uncover the most important story of all time. Suburban drama and otherworldly mysteries collide in this
critically acclaimed story about nostalgia, first jobs, and the last days of childhood.
	
  
REALM, THE
BY SETH M. PECK & JEREMY HAUN
Fifteen years ago, our world was overrun by creatures of myth; orcs, dragons, and other nameless horrors
threw the entire planet into total chaos. Today, the shattered remnants of civilization must fight just to survive
in a deadly new era of violence and mayhem. While a powerful sorcerer marshals his forces, a group of
warriors embark on a journey to reclaim our world from the growing darkness. An all new post-apocalyptic
high-fantasy adventure series from co-creators SETH M. PECK (X-Men) and JEREMY HAUN (THE
BEAUTY) featuring colors by NICK FILARDI and letters by THOMAS MAUER.
SEVEN TO ETERNITY
BY RICK REMENDER, JEROME OPEÑA, & MATT HOLLINGSWORTH
The God of Whispers has spread an omnipresent paranoia to every corner of the kingdom of Zhal; his spies
hide in every hall spreading mistrust and fear. Adam Osidis, a dying knight from a disgraced house, must
choose between joining a hopeless band of magic users in their desperate bid to free their world of the evil
God, or accepting his promise to give Adam everything his heart desires. Writer RICK REMENDER reteams
with collaborators JEROME OPEÑA (Uncanny X-Force, Fear Agent) and MATT HOLLINGSWORTH
(TOKYO GHOST, WYTCHES) to take you on a hard road through the strange fantasy world of Zhal. All men
have surrendered their freedom for fear, and now one last free man must choose.
SNOTGIRL
BY BRYAN LEE O’MALLEY & LESLIE HUNG
From bestselling BRYAN LEE O’MALLEY (Scott Pilgrim) and superstar newcomer LESLIE HUNG! Lottie
Person is a glamorous fashion blogger living her best life—at least that’s what she wants you to think. The
truth is, her friends are terrible people, her boyfriend traded her up for someone younger, her allergies are
out of control, and she may or may not have killed somebody!
	
  
SPAWN
BY TODD MCFARLANE & VARIOUS
Al Simmons, once the U.S. government’s greatest soldier and most effective assassin, was mercilessly
executed by his own men. Resurrected from the ashes of his own grave in a flawed agreement with the
powers of darkness, Simmons is reborn as a creature from the depths of Hell. A Hellspawn. Now Spawn
must choose between his life on Earth and his place on a throne in Hell. Spawn is one of the longest-running
and most-respected independent comics of all time.
YOUNGBLOOD
BY ROB LIEFELD, CHAD BOWERS, JIM TOWE, & VARIOUS
THE ‘BLOOD IS BACK! 25 years ago, YOUNGBLOOD launched the Image Comics revolution. Now, ROB
LIEFELD’s blockbuster creation returns with an all new cast and a bold new mission! An uber popular selfprotection app called HELP! is changing how we stay safe -- “HELP! lets you decide who saves you.” But
when a high-rated young hero on the app goes missing, his best friend’s search for answers gains the
attention of some unexpected allies, and together, they’ll do whatever it takes to find him… even if it means
resurrecting the world’s most infamous super-team, Youngblood. Gear up, strap in, and get ready to
rediscover comics most Extreme universe with creators CHAD BOWERS (X-Men ‘92, Deadpool: Bad Blood)
and newcomer JIM TOWE!
	
  
M MATURE TITLES WITH CROSSOVER TEEN APPEAL
DESCENDER
BY JEFF LEMIRE & DUSTIN NGUYEN
One young robot’s struggle to stay alive in a universe where all androids have been outlawed and bounty
hunters lurk on every planet. A rip-roaring and heartfelt cosmic odyssey that pits humanity against machine,
and world against world, to create a sprawling space opera from the creators of Trillium, Sweet Tooth, and
Little Gotham.
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INVINCIBLE
BY ROBERT KIRKMAN, CORY WALKER, & RYAN OTTLEY
Mark Grayson is just like most everyone else his age. The only major difference being that his dad is the
most powerful superhero on the planet! And, Mark seems to be inheriting his father's powers! See Mark
thwart super-villains, alien invasions and all sorts of craziness, as he gets the hang of all this super-heroing
stuff.
	
  
MONSTRESS
BY MARJORIE LIU & SANA TAKEDA
Set in an alternate matriarchal 1900’s Asia, in a richly imagined world of art deco-inflected steampunk,
MONSTRESS tells the story of a teenage girl who is struggling to survive the trauma of war, and who shares
a mysterious psychic link with a monster of tremendous power, a connection that will transform them both.
Entertainment Weekly praised MONSTRESS as “one of Image Comics’ most imaginative and daring new
series” and dubbed it the “Best New Original Series” in their year-end “Best Comics of 2015” list.
	
  
THE WALKING DEAD
BY ROBERT KIRKMAN & CHARLIE ADLARD
An epidemic of apocalyptic proportions has swept the globe, causing the dead to rise and feed on the living.
In a matter of months, society has crumbled: There is no government, no grocery stores, no mail delivery, no
cable TV. Rick Grimes finds himself one of the few survivors in this terrifying future. A couple months ago he
was a small town cop who had never fired a shot and only ever saw one dead body. Separated from his
family, he must now sort through all the death and confusion to try and find his wife and son. In a world ruled
by the dead, we are forced to finally begin living.
WAYWARD
BY JIM ZUB & STEVEN CUMMINGS
Rori Lane is trying to start a new life when she reunites with her mother in Japan, but ancient creatures
lurking in the shadows of Tokyo sense something hidden deep within her, threatening everything she holds
dear. Can Rori unlock the secrets of her power before it's too late? JIM ZUB (SKULLKICKERS, Samurai
Jack) and STEVE CUMMINGS (Legends of the Dark Knight, Deadshot) team-up to create a supernatural
spectacle that combines the camaraderie and emotion of Buffy with the action and mystery of Hellboy.
	
  
THE WICKED + THE DIVINE
BY KIERON GILLEN & JAMIE MCKELVIE
Every ninety years, twelve gods incarnate as humans. They are loved. They are hated. In two years, they
are dead. The team behind critical tongue-attractors like Young Avengers and PHONOGRAM reunite to
create a world where gods are the ultimate pop stars and pop stars are the ultimate gods. But remember:
just because you’re immortal, doesn’t mean you’re going to live forever.
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